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The existence of antimatter stars in the Galaxy as possible signature for inflationary models with non-
homogeneous baryo-synthesis may leave the trace by antimatter cosmic rays as well as by their secondaries
(anti-planets and anti-meteorites) diused bodies in our galactic halo. The anti-meteorite flux may leave its
explosive gamma signature by colliding on lunar soil as well as on terrestrial,jovian and solar atmospheres.
However the propagation in galaxy and the consequent evaporation in galactic matter gas suppress the lightest
(m < 10−2g) anti-meteorites. Anisotropic annihilation of larger anti-meteorites within a narrow mass window,
maybe rarely deflected, bounced by the galactic gas disk, escaping detection in our solar system. Nevertheless
heaviest anti-meteorites ( m > 102 g up to 106 g) are unable to be deflected by the thin galactic gas surface
annihilation; they might hit the Sun (or rarely Jupiter) leading to an explosive gamma event and a spectacular
track with a bouncing and even a propelling annihilation on cromosphere and photosphere. Their anti-nuclei
annihilation in pions and their nal hard gammas showering may be observabe as a "solar flare" at a rate nearly
comparable to the observed ones. From their absence we may infer bounds on antimatter-matter ratio near or
below 10−9 limit: already recorded data in BATSE catalog might be applied.
1. INTRODUCTION
Severe constraints on the possibility of baryon
symmetrical Universe (see review in [1-4]), as
well as the evident baryon asymmetry of our cos-
mic neighbourhood, related in the modern cos-
mology to the process of baryosynthesis in the
very early Universe ([5], see e.g.[4] for review),
do not exclude the existence of relatively small
amount of suciently large regions of antimatter
in the modern Universe, reflecting the nontriv-
ial physical processes, underlying inflation and
baryosynthesis. The original idea [3,4,6] to con-
sider antimatter in the baryon asymmetrical Uni-
verse as the tracer for the strong nonhomogeneity
of baryosynthesis nds support in recently devel-
oped inflationary models with nonhomogeneous
spontaneous baryosynthesis [7]. Such models re-
produce in quantitative way both the possibility
of diused antiworld (regions of very low density
antiproton-positron plasma) [10] and the hypoth-
esis on the existence of antimatter stars in our
Galaxy [11]. The both possibilities satisfy the
severe constraints on matter-antimatter annihila-
tion [1-4]. Moreover, it was shown recently [11]
that annihilation of antimatter, lost by antimat-
ter stars in the form of stellar wind, can reproduce
the observed galactic gamma background in the
range tens-hundreds MeV. Still any source of neu-
tral pions can lead to the same eect and the man-
ifest signature for existence of antimatter stars is
the existence of antinuclear component of cosmic
rays, accessible to the future cosmic ray experi-
2mental searches, rst of all in AMS-II experiment.
The other profound signature of antimatter are
the pieces of antimatter, coming in the form of
antimatter meteorites. We study the latter possi-
bility in the present paper and nd it interesting
tool to probe the origin of matter, related with
the creation of antimatter. With all the uncer-
tainties and reservations, taken into account, the
search for antimatter meteorites can still provide
the useful probe for the existence of macroscopic
antimatter.
2. GAMMA FLASHES by ANTIME-
TEORITE ANNIHILATIONS ON
EARTH and MOON
The present meteorite flux observed on the





event a year. This
power extend for a large range of mass values.It
is very possible that most of this matter has a
local "solar" origin. However simple argument
on nearby stellar encounters and matter exchange
imply that up to 1% of the meteorites may be of









of meteorites, hitting the Earth any year, can
be of galactic (extra-solar) nature. If the cor-
responding antimeteorites rate follows the same






(let say a part over a million or a billion or
below) its signal will be anyway power-full enough
to be (in most cases) observable.
Indeed the amount of energy released during
the annihilation follows common special relativ-
ity; for any light (milligram unit) anti-meteorites

















The event of the anti-meteorite annihilation
on the Earth atmosphere will give life to unex-
pected upward gamma shower that will mimic
mini nuclear atomic test or extreme upward
Gamma Shower. Even for a large suppresion ratio
r = 10−9 this event rate derived from expression
above (one a year) should not escape the accurate
BATSE ten-year monitoring.
Actually the atmosphere area below BATSE
detection is nearly 1% of all Earth leading to a
total probability rate of 0.1 in ten years. How-
ever the corresponding secondaries gamma flux
by consequent nuclei annihilation showering into
charged and neutral pion and their decays and
degradation in atmosphere should lead to a huge
gamma fluence F observable in a near orbit satel-
lite as Beppo-Sax or GRO Batse:
F ’ 10 erg/cm2(M/mg)−1
Flux = 100 erg  sec−1cm−2
This latter flux is derived assuming a charac-
teristic galactic velocity v= 300 Km/sec for the
incoming anti-meteorite and a terrestrial atmo-
sphere of nearly 30 Km height.
Such a signal is nearly 10 order of magni-
tude above the sensitive Batse detection thresh-
old. Smaller scale upward gamma flash are indeed
known and they are called "Terrestrial Gamma
Flashes".
They are corresponding to just 108 or 109 erg of
isotropic fluence energy (or even much less energy
if originated by beamed upward tau airshowers
at PeVs [8]) released at millisecond up to ten of
second timescales. Therefore such milligram anti-
meteorite bang will be already loudly recorded on
data, if they were taking place.
Of course so high large event fluence would not
escape also other less sensitive astrophysical or
military detectors.
Therefore it seem that milligram antimatter
meteorite rain should be totally excluded at very
low level (r  10−9).
Even more dramatic and sharp gamma signa-
ture should come by their fast Moon annihilation
(because of the absence of atmosphere), but at a
less (Moon surface over Earth one) rate.
3Lunar anti-meteorite annihilation in charac-
teristic nano-second signature, would make very
strong signals at lunar orbiting gamma detectors.
They provide a complementary tool to exclude
very light (micro-gram) antimeteorite rains at the
same severe bound (r  10−9).
3. LIGHT ANTIMETEORITE EVAPO-
RATION CROSSING THE GALAXY
However these results may be alleviated keep-
ing in mind that antimeteorites can be annihi-
lated or "evaporated" during their propagation in
galactic gas. Indeed the atom (protons) crossed
assuming Ndisk = 1  cm−3 and a galactic disk
height of 100 pc and a total number of crossing
100 is: N = 3  1022 and the corresponding mass
(assuming water or rock density) is 0.05 or 0.013
mole it corresponds to 2.7710−3 and below 10−3
grams.
This imply that milligram antimeteorites might
be suppressed and maybe almost absent in so-
lar system; previous bound by annihilation on
the Earth may certenly be considered for heav-
ier (10 milligram or above) anti-meteorites lead-
ing to a ratio (r= 10−8) of antimatter allow-
able. Bounds by microgram anti-meteorite anni-
hilation on Moon soil while being very hard and
sharp, will be no more eective than the terres-
trial bounds.
However there are other processes that may
diluite above antimeteorite presence in our solar
system.
4. THE ANTIMETEORITE ANNIHILA-
TION and DEFLECTION IN GAS
LEADING TO BOUNCING ON
GALACTIC DISK
Antimeteorite within a mass heavier than mil-
ligram may survive annihilation: however while
crossing a gas cloud, their lateral annihilation ,
may heat a meteorite side, leading to a rocket
ejection able do deverte and bounce the trajec-
tory.
A well known analogous phenomena is the
satellite bouncing on terrestrial atmosphere com-
ing back to Earth.
This eect may be estimated by assuming that
a fraction of of antimatter is annihilated leading
to a momentum exchange [3] r  10−9 and a
velocity deflection v:
v = η  E/Mc
where η is the fraction of annihilation energy
going into eective anti-asteroid momentum ex-
change:
Being necessary a Delta v > 10−3 one nds
Ec2/M = (M)/M < 10−3/η
This value cannot exceed unity; therefore the
η ecency cannot be below 10−3 but its value is
bounded by the ratio of the interaction lenght of
charged pions on the meteorite volume; the 300
MeV pion crosses nearly 85 cm in water before
interacting; the total amount of matter crossed
during meteorite life-time travelling (comparable
to galactic age) in the galactic disk is nearly 10−2
gram or 10−2 cm of water. However in the case of
atomic antinuclei composition annihilating with
hydrogen of galactic gas the main consequence
will be a breakdown of antinuclei. Its fragments
will deposit in a very ecient way (nearly 50%)
the energy of annihilation into linear momentum
as well as increasing the temperature of the solid
antimatter body. Our rst estimation show that
the eective cooling is keeping the temperature
below the solid (rock) melting point. Nevertheless
the "ice" anti-comets might be melt ecently still
in the galaxy and very eciently near Solar or
Terrestrial atmosphere. Therefore the η ecency
will be too small (10−2/85) << 10−3 for most
meter size asteroids to be deflected or to deviate
light cm-dcm size asteroids as well as very heavy
ton size asteroids. Bouncing phenomenon should
be considered during anti-meteorite annihilation
on the solar atmosphere.
5. ANNIHILATION OF ANTI-
ASTEROIDS on SUN









4The consequent event rate for suppressed anti-
asteroids one over a billion is 10 events a year.
The fluence F on Earth is 5  10−7ergcm−2 just
comparable to GRB rate, with a time dilution of
nearly 10 seconds.
Therefore it may be well be missed or misun-
derstood as a low energy solar flare. The rarest
events at 100 gram range may mimic solar flares.
Present bounds in solar flare activity may even
reach a nano-flare intensity. If this coincidence
is not just the hint of the antimatter meteorites
in-fall it provides the most stringent bound on
antimatter .
6. CONCLUSIONS
Anti-meteorites annihilations may provide the
challenge to search for antimatter in our Galaxy
at the same level of sensitivity which is planned
to be reached in AMS-II experiment (a part over
a billion). With all the uncertainty in possible
relationship between the total mass of antimatter
stars and the expected amount of pieces of an-
timatter to be ejected by antimatter stellar sys-
tems and all the possible reservations our rst
estimate on Earth and Solar events are showing
rather high sensitivity in antimatter search can
be reached. It may be useful to mention that the
two anti-meteorite searches undertaken in USSR
in late 1960-s early 1970-s, even with no conr-
mation, exhibited the positive eect. At a high
level of signicance (more than 5 standard devi-
ations!) the 2% increase of gamma background
in anti-proton and positron annihilations gamma
radiation range was found to correlate with mete-
orite fluxes entering the Earth atmosphere [101]
1. So not only stringent limits, but even positive
discoveries can appear in such searches.
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